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Summary:
The same common supermarket question exists in the poker world as well. When it comes to playi
Paper Playing Cards

Paper cards are the cards most people use growing up. They are cheap, easy to find, and most p

Paper cards are usually made of one to three plys of card stock covered in a varnish. This coa
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Article Body:
The same common supermarket question exists in the poker world as well. When it comes to playi
Paper Playing Cards

Paper cards are the cards most people use growing up. They are cheap, easy to find, and most p

Paper cards are usually made of one to three plys of card stock covered in a varnish. This coa

The coating wears off as cards are shuffled and handled. Eventually the coating becomes thin e

The coating does not stand up to liquids well. Spilling a drink on a card will most likely rui

Paper cards are not very flexible either. It is not difficult for a player to, either accident
Plastic Cards

Plastic cards do not suffer from the same drawbacks as paper ones. First of all, they are very

Plastic cards are incredibly flexible and will snap back to form after bending. This means tha

And finally plastic cards can be washed. If they become soiled in any way, soap and water will

Many makes of plastic cards do not have a texture or feel that resembles paper cards. Often th

Since many people are accustomed to the feel of paper cards, they are uncomfortable handling p

As in all things, there is give and take in deciding which type of card is best for you. Purch
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